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Exhibition Statement  

 

 

As time passes in and out of memory, I imagine the future. 

A cruel reality marked by rising seas and by drought. 

Valleys of once fertile soil—salted, barren. 

  

Traces left by salt water obscure 

incisions in the earth—attempts to navigate the landscape 

and my own walking on it. 

  

These objects are physical documents 

without enduring permanence.  

A stone placed on a vanishing shore. 

Salt and time erode, transform, bear witness 

to the tenuous relationship between land and sea. 

  

I am left with this—half map half memory. 
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Introduction 

 

“All that we see dissipates, moves on.  Nature is always the same, but nothing of her remains, 

nothing of what appears before us.  Our art must provide some fleeting sense of her 

permanence, with the essence, the appearance of her changeability.”  

- Paul Cezanne 1  

 

In Traces, I address landscape, materiality, and issues of sustainability by           

utilizing ceramic as a document. I interrogate the complicated relationships that occur            

within the oversimplified dichotomy of civilization and nature. Often thought of           

separately, I argue for a more nuanced and integrated approach to interpreting            

landscape and our interactions with it.  

This body of work provides a contemplative or spiritual experience for the viewer             

as they are confronted with large scale ceramic sculptures and a series of tile work.               

Sculptural forms derived from abstractions of geological processes and eroded debris           

washed ashore are manifest in a figurative scale. Existing in opposition to each other,              

they highlight a relationship between earth and water, natural and synthetic processes,            

and the viewer and object. This pairing becomes contextualized by a series of tiles              

inscribed with a network of lines; a meditation on Thomas Cole’s series of allegorical              

landscape paintings, The Course of Empire. The geometric pattern and sequential           

format allude to navigation and narrative.  

Through sourcing local materials, I have developed an intimate relationship with            

the Hudson Valley. In sculpting, I impose my idealized version of nature. In marking, I               
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attempt to reorganize it— to make sense of the world and my place in it. Inspired by the                  

slow churn of time, and the sheer power of geological forces, I imitate geology, I enable                

erosion. These sculptural works are massive and intimate. They demonstrate a need to             

understand my surroundings, and a desire to root them in memory. My personal             

narrative informs the interpretation of material, and the growth of salt crystals on             

ceramic surfaces highlights the trace of time. Together these works provide a changing             

document of the physical landscape. The earth that is used to create the work becomes               

landscape. Saltwater, that has formed crystals on the work, erodes it—and it becomes             

earth again.  

 

Material Landscape 

 

“I wanted to rob nature, and therefore had to become a thief.” - Louis Daguerre 2 

 

The beginning of my thesis research began with a fascination with clay and how              

it acts as a conduit between the environment and objects of culture. Clay is a               

fundamental component of the geological and ecological spaces we inhabit. There is            

also an intimate relationship to the human experience, primarily in the use of everyday              

ceramic objects but also in its materiality. Many of the minerals that are present in clay,                

such as iron, exist in our bodies. Additionally, the vocabulary used to describe clay is               

often anthropomorphized. Potters refer to many parts of the pot in terms of the human               

body, such as the foot, shoulder, and lip. Infused with metaphorical meaning through             
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the many spiritual and mythological connections to the body, clay has physical and             

prescribed power found in creation myths across cultures. What intrigues me most            

about clay, though, is its transformation into ceramic through heat and time. Through             

human intervention, clay has the potential to become a physical document of the place              

and the time it was made. It is at once artifact and commodity, connecting us to an                 

entire history of ceramic objects and their makers.  

Approaching my chosen medium through this lens, I have started to consider my             

ceramic practice as being closely related to landscape. A significant part of my             

research has been in sourcing, and using, clays found in my local landscape as an               

integral part of my studio practice. As a result, my work is intimately connected to the                

Hudson River Valley. It seemed there might be a natural connection to the philosophy              

in the Hudson River School painting tradition, which has led to exploring the             

romanticization of nature in landscape painting. Rooted in this interrogation is my series             

of tiles Course, which serves as a meditation on Cole’s series The Course of Empire.               

Course abstracts the allegorical arc of civilization in the form of navigational windrose             

lines connecting the slabs of clay dug from New Paltz with my own remembered              

geographic autobiography.  

The decision to use local materials arose       

from a personal need to develop a deeper        

connection to place as well as an attempt to         

work in a more ecologically sustainable way. I        

was both fascinated and horrified when I       
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became aware of the means of production for most ceramic materials. Premixed clays             

available to ceramic artists are comprised of many materials that are extracted and             

shipped from all over the country, and in many cases the globe. Certain materials, such               

as cobalt are mined under unethical conditions in the Democratic Republic of the             

Congo. 3 From an ethical standpoint, and a material curiosity, I became determined to               

incorporate local materials into my process; I had committed to banishing the color blue              

from my work.  

My research has weaved through local materials, processes of erosion, objects           

of limited permanence, sustainability, the romanticization of landscape, spiritual potency          

of material, abstraction, and memory. The path has not been linear, but rather             

complicated and contradictory. Traces seeks to reflect upon that process, through the            

reflection of my practice and the rich history of landscape in art, argues that there               

perhaps is no clear distinction between civilization and nature. 

 

Agency of Artist and Material  

  

“We are walking, talking minerals.” - Vladimir Vernadsky 4  

 

For many artists, creative ambition determines the process to achieve that goal.            

I take a somewhat backward approach to making, or instead, my goals are more              

immediate. My first ambition was to learn from and incorporate local materials into my              

studio practice. Utilizing dug clay has played the most significant decision making factor             
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in my process. As a result, my work is dictated by material choice and not vice versa. I                  

test the limits of the material to align with formal goals and make minor augmentations               

to help achieve them, but the clay has the largest voice in the process and product.  

The tiles in Course in a way are formless or framed, to highlight the clay and salt                 

and limit the agency of my hand, though technically they are quite complicated and  

 

hands-on to produce. The sculptural forms in There Was         

Water Here are more in my voice, but flow from geologic           

processes of erosion creating worn, smooth surfaces and        

rough, cracked ones; I take inspiration from the material as          

I am shaping it. Earth is transformed into ceramic         

sculpture that alludes to its origins.  

The most important way my material choice has        

impacted my making process is that the clays local to my           
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immediate area are all lower temperature firing earthenware. The merit of my chosen             

materials sets tight aesthetic parameters as far as color and firing possibilities.            

Earthenware is also a softer, more porous type of ceramic          

compared to stoneware or porcelain. I have embraced this         

quality as it challenges perceptions of the static longevity of          

ceramic. In utilizing ceramic as a physical document of         

earth and time, I am not interested in creating objects that           

have enduring permanence. Instead, the potential in the        

erosion of ceramic allows me to document ephemeral        

moments and passing time.  

 

Through making and reflection, I have come to a deeper          

understanding of the blurred line between material and maker.  Jane Bennet observes,  

 

...the material of Earth’s crust has been packaged into myriad moving beings            

whose reproduction and growth build and break down matter on a global scale.             

People, for example, redistribute and concentrate oxygen… and other elements          

of Earth’s crust into two-legged, upright forms that have an amazing propensity to             

wander across, dig into and in countless other ways alter Earth’s surface. 5   

 

All additive sculpture subtracts material from somewhere else, and inversely reductive           

sculpture is always additive. When we create art, we take material from the earth and               

reorganize it to make sense of the world.  
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Personal Narrative and Process  

 

“I suppose it’s just the nostalgia of one’s unconscious memory … The sea is like memory. 

However lost or forgotten, everything in it exists forever …” 6 

 

I grew up in a coastal environment as the daughter of oceanographers.            

Reverence for land and sea, and the desire to be sustainable inform my lived life.               

Leaving the coast has led me to realize just how impactful a creative force it has been in                  

the studio. During my time at New Paltz, I have been chasing and circling my               

relationship to water through sculpture without feeling convinced it can be achieved            

purely through abstract form. The need to apply a system to address translating the              

memories I carry of place onto the actual landscape I was exploring became essential.              

Addressing this issue led to the introduction of salt as a new material in my work. The                 

resulting series of ceramic panels in dialogue with sculptural forms aims to articulate the              

complexities found between place and memory. While completing Traces I confronted           

the desire to romanticize landscape and material, nostalgia for a past that may already              

be lost, and the need to navigate between ecological concerns and creative impulses. I              

have found that these are rarely opposing forces, but often blur in and out of each other.  

The combination of clay sourced from New Paltz, my current environment; terra            

sigillata made from marine clay from my hometown in Long Island; and salt crystals              

grown in the porous matrix of fired ceramic became an aesthetic and contextual solution              

to address the disconnect I experience in interpreting landscape and memory. The            
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introduction of salt, as a tangible result of evaporated salt          

water, alludes to my ecological concerns regarding rising        

seas and contamination of freshwater sources. The salt        

becomes another material that has its own agency in the          

making process. After application, it spreads and       

crystallizes in ways I cannot entirely anticipate or control. It          

obscures my own labor. Manuel De Landa notes, “When         

put together, these forms of spontaneous structural       

generation suggest that inorganic matter is much more        

variable and creative that we ever imagined.” 7  

Both ceramic and salt have their own rich cultural, metaphorical, and           

mythological contextual histories that become, through their own potency, a part of the             

work. Salt, like clay, is all around us. Essential to our existence, we have salt in our                 

blood, our sweat, and our tears. We consume it daily, it both nourishes and poisons us.                

I am intrigued by its dualities      

as it has both purifying and      

corrosive properties.  

Saltwater contains a crucial    

link to my childhood    

environment, but in some    

parts of the world, it     

threatens to contaminate   
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freshwater supplies as the seas continue to rise as a result of climate change.              

Historically, salt has acted as currency, and many have used it as a means of               

accumulating wealth and power at the expense of others. Its occurrence in religion and              

ritual practices only confirms its deep ties to heritage and the future. Though my use of                

salt is not didactic in the sense of Anna Boughiguian’s work The Salt Traders, my use of                 

salt speaks to these truths through its own agency.  

  

Mapping Memory  

 

“At what point does a landscape picture offer the kind of value of we associate with maps? At 

what point can a map offer us the kind of pleasure we associate with a landscape picture?” 8 

 

The development of the series of ceramic tiles arose from a need to create              

contextual, or narrative, information to work in concert with my abstract sculptural work.             

The first place I looked to was the rich history of architectural tile work, particularly               

Islamic and Moorish traditions. This helped inform the decision to explore tiles and             

geometric pattern as signifiers for narrative, without explicitly providing one.  

David Wade poignantly argues that geometric pattern found in Islamic art is not             

merely decorative but is deeply powerful. There is a purity and order in pattern free of                

symbolic meaning. Geometric pattern conveys spirituality and evokes a sense of           

transcendent beauty, stimulating intellectual engagement rather than limit it to mere           

representation. 9 Geometric pattern can allude to limitlessness and eternity. In the            
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Metropolitan Museum of Art collection, I have repeatedly drawn inspiration from an            

incomplete tile panel that features geometric and arabesque motifs. The way it on view              

at the museum includes a rendering of the missing tiles, completing the image. Their              

ability of the pattern to inform our understanding of it is simple at first glance, but I find                  

its ability to order our perception incredibly powerful.  

In considering the role tile historically has       

served to inform and organize thought, my tile series         

presented itself as an opportunity to reflect on this         

history of landscape painting as I was entering a         

two-dimensional format. Though I was using      

geometric pattern and not representational landscape      

motifs, I approached the series of tiles as a meditation          

on Cole’s series The Course of Empire, choosing to         

use five panels (an allusion to the five paintings in the series) and employed the               

allegorical arc of the rise and fall of        

civilization to dictate the density of the       

pattern and salt growth.  

The geometric patterning on the tiles was       

generated using a rudimentary mapping     

system directly onto the wet clay. Taking       

inspiration from medieval portolan charts, I      

developed an intuitive system of marking      
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the clay. Superimposing a map of the Hudson Valley and Long Island over the clay               

tiles, I placed points of geographical significance in my biography with string, radiated             

lines from them, and pressed them into the wet clay. Repeating this process created a               

network of intersecting lines that bridged all five tiles. Though historically portolan            

charts were used as maritime navigational tools, I appropriated them to create a map on               

the clay of my contemporary landscape. The resulting pattern is geometric and            

seemingly disordered, though visually it points to mapping. Manifested through intuition           

and memory, this map’s use is mine alone.  

 

The result becomes a record, or a trace, of the memory that informed it. It exists                

physically and symbolically as an amalgamation of residual information. The          

relationship between physical recording and remembered recording is intertwined, and          

though these marks may not be decipherable to my audience, I believe they are              

interpretable.  Michael Newman argues,  

We don’t necessarily have to know the origin of the trace, since memory is also               

reconstruction… The traces may have been left intentionally or unintentionally, or           
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they may just be the result of wear and tear over time, they may be human or                 

non-human. In analog recording, even if we do not know what the source is, we               

know that there was one. 10 

Traces of memory are challenged and      

altered by the trace of salt water, generating        

layers of information over the sequence of       

tiles. 

Considering this, my map is not unlike       

the navigational charts used by seafarers in       

the Marshall Islands. A union of art object        

and functional tool, this chart is only       

decipherable to the navigator who made it.       

This highlights the subjectivity of maps, in       

many ways thought to be rational      

representations of reality, and brings them      

more in line with artistic processes of       

abstraction. Maps are like paintings and all       

other forms of interpretation. This is seen in        

Harrold Fisk’s map of the Mississippi River       

and floodplain. The layering of time is visible        

in the artful rendering of a didactic tool.        

Nicolas Mirzoeff alludes to this in saying,       
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“The map gives us a sense of the river as a living thing, with a history and memory,                  

rather than an inanimate flow of water.” 11 

 

Landscape and the Romantic Tradition  

 

“Beauty is truth, truth beauty,—that is all 

    Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know.” -John Keats from Ode on a Grecian Urn 12  

 

As I began to approach my studio practice in relationship to landscape painting in              

the Hudson Valley, it became crucial to interrogate the tradition I was drawing             

inspiration from. Initially, I was drawn to the work of American Transcendentalists,            

interpreting their legacies as proto environmentalists. Their work sought to capture the            

beauty of untouched nature and inspire others to value and conserve it. Cole had              

experienced first hand the environmental destruction caused by London’s Industrial          

Revolution and felt deeply that the American wilderness needed to be preserved. 13   

However, this viewing is incomplete without addressing how the romanticization          

and mystification of nature had complicated implications. In many ways, what was            

being offered was a distorted and politicalized view of land and land ownership.             

Landscape painting of this time cannot be separated from the realities of Manifest             

Destiny, colonialism, and nationalism. 14 Malcolm Andrews argues, “Landscape in art           

can express a set of political values. A political ideology, when it is least seeming to                
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invoke political significance. The very concept should make us wary of assuming that             

any representation of countryside is wholly without a programmatic content.” 15 

All interpretations of landscape become politicized through this lens, and it           

became clear that the painting tradition I was referencing, as well as my perceptions of               

landscape and environment, needed to be considered through multiple, and often           

contradictory, viewpoints. As seen in The Savage State, a work can seek to address              

environmental conservation while also romanticizing the systematic removal of         

indigenous people. Andrews expresses, “The sense of national identity was linked to a             

kind of internal imperialist drive, the move westwards, and the appropriation of territory             

from the Native Americans” 16  

From this painting tradition rooted in the Hudson Valley, I have always been             

fascinated by The Course of Empire. The warning of the follies of civilization and the               

promise of the eventual return to nature resonated with me, having come of age in a                

world that seemed to be on the brink of slipping away. I frequently meditate on these                

paintings while in the studio, and the desire to create a body of work that contained                

some of this meaning became the genesis for my thesis.  

 

The Course of Empire 

 

The Course of Empire is comprised of five paintings: The Savage State, The             

Arcadian or Pastoral State, The Consummation of Empire, Destruction, and, Desolation.           

These paintings follow an allegorical arc of the rise and fall of civilization, depicting the               
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process of diminishing the earth’s natural resources and then the eventual reclamation            

of the ruins of civilization by nature.  Detailed by Alan Wallach, 

 

“In it he set forth in allegorical form his pessimistic philosophy of history             

and his essentially agrarian-republican critique of Jacksonian democracy.        

The series also gave explicit meaning to the mythic-historical narrative          

implicit in his individual landscapes by linking different stages of historical           

development. The link was provided by the cyclical theory of history, which            

asserted that all nations pass through periods of growth and decay.” 17 

 

Considering this work through a more critical lens has caused me to interrogate             

my relationship to my surroundings and the ways I try to depict them. I go out into the                  

environment and source materials as a way to learn more about the landscape and to               

honor it, but I also am taking and claiming land that is available to me through the                 

processes of colonialism and expulsion of people and other species. Cole’s series,            

though complicated by its simplicity, points to this contradictory reality. In Course, I             
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meditate on this history, the act of interpreting landscape, and the process of taking              

ownership of the land.  

Traces has become a reflection on, and       

critique of, the binary interpretation of      

civilization in opposition to nature. Mirzoeff      

notes, “A key precept of Western thought       

has been to distinguish between nature,      

which is simply present, and culture, which       

is made by humans.” 18 Instead, Traces       

highlights the layered relationships between nature and man and argues for a more             

nuanced perspective.  
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Contradictions in Sustainability  

 

“The most advanced tools and machines are made of the raw matter of the earth.”  

-Robert Smithson 19 

 

Through research and my reflection, It became apparent that despite my           

intentions of developing an environmentally ethical studio practice, there would be ways            

I would always fall short. Like the nuanced contradictions in the landscape painting             

tradition I was referencing, sustainability is not a black and white issue. To highlight              

this, I decided to create a large, blue sculpture to juxtapose the earthenware,             

geologically inspired, sculpture. There Was Water Here became a diptych of two            

opposing, but unified, forms.  

I had arrived at a point where       

there was a need to use cobalt to        

highlight my criticism of the     

material in addition to ethical     

contradictions. Cobalt became   

the conduit for addressing the     

complexities found in any set of      

ethics. In creating the blue     

monolith, I built a monument to      

contradiction, to simplicity, to    
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trying hard and failing, to imperfections. It became a self-portrait—a monument to            

beauty.  

The cobalt blue appears in the series of tiles as well, inlaid into the incised               

geometric patterning. These lines signify the mark of civilization on the land. Through             

mining and extracting resources from the earth, we invariably put them back out into the               

land, in a new and reconfigured way. I perceive cobalt blue as being artificial and               

synthetic —a product of human creativity. In truth, it is this, but it is also naturally                

occurring mineral; nature and interpretation of nature. The world is marked by our             

deliberate contributions. These derivatives of nature go out into our environments and            

are returned to us again, with new form and meaning. There are no clear distinctions               

between civilization and nature. However, the ways in which we interact with nature are              

not without consequence.  

 

Technical Chapter 

 

As discussed earlier, the majority of my clay is sourced primarily from a clay              

deposit at the creek that runs through the SUNY New Paltz campus. After slacking the               

clay down into a watery slip, I run it through a ⅛ inch sieve to eliminate large stones and                   

other debris. To extend the clay, which is physically demanding to dig and carry, I blend                

it with 40 percent additional Red Art, a reliable earthenware clay mined in Ohio; 20               

percent paper pulp, to extend workability; and 15 percent coarse grog, to minimize             
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shrinkage. This clay body was used for both the series of large tiles, as well as the                 

large sculptural works.  

I employed two main building techniques for the work in Traces. The large             

sculptural forms are both coil built in a sandbox. I use the sand to create an irregular                 

slump mold, in lieu of making a large plaster form. The rounded bottom is a crucial                

element in my sculptural works, giving them a sense of movement and enhances their              

organic form. Once the form is built I then either work reductively, in the case of the                 

blue monolith, and scrape and smooth the surface giving it an eroded quality, or I make                

additions, as in the case of the unglazed stone like piece, by adding slip with organic                

material and pearlite to give it additional texture and cracks. I then slowly dry each               

piece until they are no longer cool to the touch and once fire them to either cone 06 or                   

cone 08. The large blue sculpture had stained terra sigillata applied to it when it was                

bone dry before firing to cone 08.  

To create the series of tiles, I hand rolled the clay into large slabs between slats                

to ensure even thickness of a ½ inch. I rolled these slabs onto drywall boards               

supported by ¾ inch plywood. I then put a wooden frame around the slab to ensure                

uniform measurements and used the frame to build a grid onto the back of the tile. This                 

grid gave the tiles structural support and a mechanism to hang the tiles when they were                

finished. When the tiles were at the leather hard stage, they were flipped carefully onto               

another board of drywall supported by plywood.  
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At this stage, I was ready to begin marking the fronts of the tiles. To do this, I                  

developed a system of mapping, inspired by Medieval portolan charts. First, I looked to              

a physical map that included Long Island and the Hudson River Valley. I located sites               

on this map that had personal significance, my childhood home, and many others, and              

drew out a network of radiating lines       

from these points. I then used this       

map as a guide to lay out strings over         

the clay slabs and pressed them in.       

Later I layered a terra sigillata made       

from clay dug on Long Island. Once       

the slip dried, I removed the strings to        

reveal a network on lines incised in       

the clay. I was then able to go into the lines and inlay stained terra sigillata and oxide                  

washes.  
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I allowed the tiles to dry completely for several weeks before firing. To ensure              

good movement in the kiln during expansion and contraction, I laid the tiles on a series                

of extruded clay coils so they could roll back and forth easily. I manually fired the tiles                 

slowly to cone 06 and then did a controlled cool past the point of quartz inversion to                 

decrease any chance of cracks. 

In the first edition of the tiles used for Course, I experienced cracking failure in all                

of my tiles. After evaluating the cracks, I made my tiles thinner and fired them               

according to the previously mentioned instructions and had very successful results. I            

did however, experience cracking during the firing of the blue sculpture in There Was              

Water Here.  I made the decision to address the cracks by filling them with grout and 

 

 

 

  

  

 

applying salt water to the cracks and base of the sculpture. This application inverted              

the salt growth on the earthenware sculpture in the same diptych. 

After my work is fired once I utilize the very porous matrix of the earthenware to                

grow salt crystals onto the surface. To do this, I mix a hyper-saturated salt solution and                

apply the water directly to the ceramic. Application varies depending on desired results,             
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and I can continually re-apply salt water to the pieces to increase the accumulation of               

crystals. The crystals form on the ceramic as the water evaporates and the surface will               

change over time depending on relative humidity. 

At this point, the work is finished in the sense that I no longer am informing them                 

through my actions. Through merit of the low temperatures I fire to and the salt that is                 

slowly eroding their surfaces, these objects will invariably change over time. I look             

forward to revisiting them in their future iterations. 

 

Clay Body Recipe: 
 
New Paltz Creek Clay 60 
Red Art 40 
Coarse Grog 15 
Paper Pulp 20 by volume  
 
Marine Terra Sigillata: Yields 1 ½ Litres  
 
Marine Clay Slip 2 Litres by volume with specific gravity of 1.15 
Darvan 7 14 drops  
 
OM4 Terra Sigillata Base: Yields 2 Gallons  
 
Water 3 ½  Gallons  
OM4 14    Pounds 
Darvan 7 ¼     Cup  
 
Add (per 8 oz of OM4 Base): 
Cobalt Carbonate ½ tsp  
Blue G.S. 1 1 Tbs  
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